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Abstract Elastic network models of biomolecules have
proved to be relatively good at predicting global confor-
mational changes particularly in large systems. Software
that facilitates rapid and intuitive exploration of confor-
mational change in elastic network models of large bio-
molecules in response to externally applied forces would
therefore be of considerable use, particularly if the forces
mimic those that arise in the interaction with a functional
ligand. We have developed software that enables a user to
apply forces to individual atoms of an elastic network
model of a biomolecule through a haptic feedback device
or a mouse. With a haptic feedback device the user feels
the response to the applied force whilst seeing the bio-
molecule deform on the screen. Prior to the interactive
session normal mode analysis is performed, or pre-calcu-
lated normal mode eigenvalues and eigenvectors are loa-
ded. For large molecules this allows the memory and
number of calculations to be reduced by employing the
idea of the important subspace, a relatively small space of
the first M lowest frequency normal mode eigenvectors
within which a large proportion of the total fluctuation
occurs. Using this approach it was possible to study GroEL
on a standard PC as even though only 2.3% of the total
number of eigenvectors could be used, they accounted for
50% of the total fluctuation. User testing has shown that the
haptic version allows for much more rapid and intuitive
exploration of the molecule than the mouse version.
Keywords Force feedback  Protein flexibility 
Normal mode analysis
Introduction
Biomolecules undergo conformational change in response
to the binding of their natural ligands and one of the aims
of biomolecular modelling is to understand and predict
these functional motions. One simple, but successful model
employed for this task is the Elastic Network Model
(ENM) introduced into protein research by Tirion [1]. This
is a coarse-grained model where a subset of atoms are
connected to each other with elastic bonds. The dynamical
behaviour of an ENM can be determined by normal mode
analysis. Originally, normal mode analysis of biomolecules
used the same accurate force-fields that are employed for
Molecular Dynamics (MD) simulation and required con-
siderable computational effort, but ENM normal mode
analysis has largely taken over due to its relative ease of
implementation, its lighter computational load, and due to
the fact that results are comparable to results of accurate
force-field normal mode analysis [1]. The lighter compu-
tational load occurs because usually a subset of atoms is
used (for proteins normally the Ca atoms, for DNA and
RNA the P atoms) and energy minimization is not carried
out. As a consequence ENM normal mode analysis has
been performed on a large number of biomolecules some of
which are of considerable size [2–7]. Given the assump-
tions that are inherent in normal mode analysis, the small
difference between the results from these two methods is
probably of little consequence. Indeed, comparisons
between movements in the low frequency modes of ENMs
with functional movements derived from pairs of X-ray
structures [8] suggest the same level of correspondence
seen in similar studies using accurate force-field normal
mode analysis. The binding of a ligand to a biomolecule
gives rise to specific forces that induce the conformational
change [9–11], and a pertinent question is whether these
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forces applied to a harmonic model of the biomolecule
would produce a movement that corresponds well to the
experimentally determined functional movement. Ikeguchi
et al. [10] have already performed such an analysis on
harmonic models derived from MD simulations using
quasi-harmonic analysis and also to an ENM. Their results
are very encouraging. For an ENM of F1-ATPase the
movement in the bE subunit correlated well (correlation
coefficient of 0.84) with the experimentally determined
functional movement. External forces have also been
applied to ENMs of proteins to determine residues that play
a key role in eliciting a known functional movement [12]
and to understand the response of proteins to forces such as
those that might arise in atomic force microscopy [13].
Therefore, a tool that allows a user to explore the response
of an ENM of a biomolecule to applied forces would be of
considerable value.
In this paper we describe the implementation and testing
of such a tool. We have developed two versions, one where
an atom is selected and then a force is applied using a
mouse, and the other where a haptic feedback device is
used to select and apply forces to atoms. The application of
haptics in molecular simulation has quite a long history
with the first such project, GROPE1, starting in 1967 at the
University of North Carolina [14]. More recent applica-
tions using personal computers allow the user to feel
interaction forces between a probe molecule and the bio-
molecule [15–20]. These applications assume that both the
protein and the ligand are completely rigid. A method for
including molecular flexibility based on minimizing the
potential energy of a protein-ligand system has also been
described [21], but with this system problems would arise
from the delay in calculating the global response of large
molecules to changes in position of the ligand.‘‘Interactive
Molecular Dynamics’’ includes molecular flexibility by
allowing the user to apply forces through a haptic device
during an MD simulation [22]. A drawback with this
approach, however, is that the user will react to events that
occur on a very short timescale. This is avoided in an
ENM, although it is known that some key aspects of
dynamical behaviour of biomolecules at physiological
temperature are not well described by the harmonic model.
Bolopion et al. [23] have recently developed a tool that
allows the user to interact with a molecular simulation
based on quasi-statics [24], via a haptic feedback device.
They give details on the coupling between the haptic
device and the molecular simulation.
In this work we use ENMs and make use of the concept
of the important subspace [25–27] in normal mode analysis
which is related to the concept of the essential subspace as
determined by performing a principal component analysis
of MD trajectories [28–32]. The important subspace, is a
space of the first M lowest frequency normal mode
eigenvectors within which a large proportion of the total
fluctuation occurs, and is used here in order to make it
possible to use the software on standard computers even
with very large biomolecules.
Methods
Theory
The ENM used in this work has the potential energy
function [1]:
V ¼ c
2
X
r0ijj j\RC
ðrij  r0ijÞ2 ð1Þ
Where rij is the distance between atoms i and j and rij
0 the
distance between the atoms in the reference structure, e.g. a
crystallographic structure. This summation is only
performed over atom pairs separated by a distance less
than a cut-off, RC. c is the force constant for the elastic bond
between each pair of atoms, and is the same for all atom pairs.
The second derivative matrix, the Hessian, of this potential
energy function has been given previously [33].
Diagonalization of the 3N 9 3N Hessian, where N is the
number of atoms, gives a set of eigenvalues and associated
eigenvectors. For c = 1, let wj represent the eigenvector
from the jth column of the 3N 9 3N eigenvector matrix W,
and x2j its corresponding eigenvalue at the jth position in the
3N 9 3N diagonal eigenvalue matrix, X. For c = 1 the
eigenvectors are unchanged and the eigenvalues are cx2j . If
the eigenvalues and eigenvectors are in ascending order of
the eigenvalues, then the first 6 eigenvalues are zero. These
correspond to the external degrees of freedom (non shape-
changing modes). These 6 eigenvalues and eigenvectors are
removed from X and W to give a (3N - 6) 9 (3N - 6)
matrix XI and a 3N 9 (3N - 6) matrix WI corresponding to
the internal modes of motion (shape-changing modes).
Let f represent a 3N 9 1 column matrix, where its ele-
ments f3i2; f3i1 and f3i are the x, y and z components,
respectively, of an external force acting on atom, i. It can
be shown that in static equilibrium the displacement vector
Dr, where its elements Dr3i2;Dr3i1 and Dr3i are the
displacements Dxi;Dyi and Dzi; respectively, of atom i, due
to f is given by:
Dr ¼ 1
c
ðWIX1I WtIÞf ¼
1
c
Yf ð2Þ
Here X1I is the inverse of XI (a diagonal matrix of
elements, 1=x2j ), and t denotes the transpose. The matrix Y
is a 3N 9 3N matrix which multiplies the 3N 9 1 matrix f.
Note that as the modes for the external degrees of freedom
have been removed the applied force will not produce any
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overall translation or rotation of the molecule (effectively
the molecule is held by infinitely stiff bonds on the external
degrees of freedom). Y can be calculated in the pre-
processing stage, i.e. prior to the interactive session during
which the user applies forces to the molecule. As forces are
applied to one atom at a time, f is sparse with all elements
equal to zero except the x, y and z components of the atom
to which the force is applied. Therefore one need only
perform 9N multiplications to evaluate Eq. 2 rather than
9N2 necessary were f to have no zero-valued elements. This
gain in speed is important for the haptic application, since a
1000 Hz update rate is required to ensure smooth and
stable forces are perceived. The direct use of the pre-
calculated matrix, Y, in Eq. 2 to calculate the response will
be referred to as ‘‘Method 1’’.
For large biomolecules the matrix Y may become too
large to store in memory. In order to overcome this we
exploit a well-known feature of the normal mode analysis
of biomolecules, namely that a large proportion of the total
fluctuation occurs in a relatively small subspace, the
‘‘important subspace’’, of the first M lowest frequency
normal mode eigenvectors. We are able to exploit the
important subspace in order to reduce the memory by
calculating the atomic displacements as:
Dr  DrM ¼ 1c
XM
j¼1
1
x2j
wjw
t
jf ¼
1
c
WMX
1
M W
t
Mf ð3Þ
where XM is the M 9 M submatrix of XI (rows 1 - M,
columns 1 - M), WM is the 3N 9 M matrix of M corre-
sponding eigenvectors from WI and wj is the jth eigen-
vector in WM. Equation 3 above is equivalent to Eq. 4 in
Ikeguchi et al. [10]. Equation 3 shows that in general the
lowest frequency eigenvalues contribute most to the eval-
uation of Dr. The far right hand side of Eq. 3 shows that
instead of storing a 3N 9 3N matrix, the 3N 9 M matrix
WM (and the M eigenvalues in XM) is stored, where M is
chosen so that WM is small enough to fit in memory for the
machine being used. Multiplying these matrices from right
to left starting with WM
t f and exploiting the fact that f has
only 3 non-zero elements and X1M is diagonal, results in
M(3N ? 4) multiplications (multiplying these matrices in
any other order results in more calculations) and during the
process no matrix larger than 3N 9 M occurs. All three
matrix multiplications in Eq. 3 are performed at runtime as
the saving on memory and time necessitates that WM
t f is
evaluated first, requiring knowledge of f. If M(3N ? 4)
multiplications is too many to ensure smooth and stable
forces are perceived then M is reduced further. The
reduction in the number of multiplications and memory
requirement through the appropriate choice of M is key to
being able to use the software on large molecules. The use
of Eq. 3 will be referred to as ‘‘Method 2’’.
Method 2 is used, irrespective of memory consider-
ations, when the user opts to use a subset of modes during
the session. In this case XM and WM comprise the subset
of eigenvalues and eigenvectors corresponding to the
modes selected.
FM, the percentage of the total fluctuation due to the
modes used is:
FM ¼
100
P
jS
1
x2jP3N6
j¼1
1
x2j
ð4Þ
where the sum in the numerator is performed over the
elements of the set S which is either f1 jMg or the set
of user selected modes. In the ‘‘Results’’ section, FM is
used to quantify the approximation required to run the
software on a standard personal computer for biomolecules
of various sizes due to memory and time limitations.
As in previous studies [34], if the structures are solved
by X-ray crystallography the isotropic B-factors can be
used to estimate a value for c as both the ENM and the
B-factors give a value for the total fluctuation as:
XN
i¼1
Dr2i
  ¼ 3
8p2
XN
i¼1
Bi ¼ kbTexpc
X3N6
j¼1
1
x2j
ð5Þ
where Texp is the temperature in Kelvin at which the X-ray
diffraction data was collected, Bi is the isotropic B-factor
of atom i as given in the Protein Data Bank (PDB) file of
the biomolecule concerned, and kB is Boltzmann’s con-
stant. If all of these quantities are known c can be
determined.
The force applied through the haptic device, fhaptic,
obviously needs to be scaled so that the force applied to the
biomolecule is realistic. If fhaptic is the force applied to the
haptic device, then let satomfhaptic be the force applied to
the atom where satom is the ‘‘atomic scaling-factor’’. If the
scaled force is applied to coordinate k, then the displace-
ment of atom i ¼ k=3d e in the direction of the force will be
given by:
Drk ¼ 1c Ykksatomfhaptic ð6Þ
Note we could set c = 1.0 and deal with satom only in
Eq. 6. However, using Eq. 5 to estimate c means our scaled
force satomfhaptic will have a value that is of the right
magnitude within the limits of the model, for the
displacement it causes. Note that this displacement is for
a biomolecule in the crystal environment.
Our value of satom could be determined such that when
the force applied to the haptic device is equivalent to 1N,
which is 1:4396  1010kcalmol1A˚1, it produces a dis-
placement in the direction of the force on the atom that it is
applied to, that is equal to the root mean-square fluctuation
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of the atom at 300K as determined by its isotropic B-factor.
That is:
1
c
Ykksatom  1:4396  1010 ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
3Bi
8p2
 300
Texp
s
ð7Þ
However, rather than base this on an individual atom we
set the average over all terms of the left-hand side and
right-hand side of Eq. 7 equal to determine the scaling
factor as:
satom ¼
c
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
3Bi
8p2  300Texp
q
Ykk1:4396  1010
¼
3Nc
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
3Bi
8p2  300Texp
q
1:4396  1010P3N6j¼1 1x2j
ð8Þ
The force applied to the haptic device, fhaptic, and the
force applied to the atom, satomfhaptic, are both displayed to
the user, the former in Newtons, the latter in
kcalmol1A˚1. In the knowledge that a force of 1 N will
cause realistic displacement (at least for a biomolecule in
the crystal environment), this allows the user to judge a
realistic force to apply.
Let fhapmax be the maximum force that can be applied to
the haptic device without causing it damage. Then
satomfhapmax would be the maximum force that can be applied
to an atom. There may be occasions when the user will want
to exceed this force. In order to allow this, another scaling
factor, the ‘‘haptic scaling-factor’’, shaptic, is defined. The
force applied to an atom will now be given by
satomshapticfhaptic. Thus one can vary shaptic in order to increase
the force applied to an atom such that fhaptic  fhapmax.
To summarise the atomic displacements are given by:
Dr¼ 1
c
satomshapticYfhaptic; Method 1 ð9Þ
DrM ¼ 1c satomshapticWMX
1
M W
t
Mfhaptic; Method 2
ð10Þ
Implementation
Initially a PDB file is read to determine the atomic coor-
dinates. If the structure was solved using NMR then only
‘‘Model 1’’ coordinates are used. The nodes of the ENM
are Ca atoms, for protein, and P atoms for DNA or RNA.
The default value for Rc is 11A˚, however, this may be
adjusted by the user. Normal mode analysis is performed to
calculate the eigenvalues and eigenvectors, which can be
saved to avoid recalculation in future sessions. Matrix Y,
shown in Eq. 2, can now be computed and also saved.
However, for large biomolecules there may be insufficient
memory or it may take a signficant amount of time to
compute, requiring Method 2 to be used. The software may
also read the eigenvalues and eigenvectors computed by
other ENM normal mode analysis software, providing the
input file contains eigenvalues followed by eigenvectors
sorted in ascending order. Furthermore, output from the
ENM webserver, ElNemo [35] may be used. ElNemo pro-
vides up to 25 modes in the form of PDB files containing
displaced coordinates and a list of eigenvalues that can be
used in Method 2, if the original PDB file is also loaded.
B-factors and Texp are required to calculate c and satom,
as shown in Eqs. 5 and 8. If no B-factor information is
available, as for structures solved by NMR, then c can no
longer be determined using Eq. 5 and it is set equal to 1.0.
In addition, the B-factors used in Eq. 8 are also all set to
1.0. If Texp is unspecified it will be set to 300 K as a default
value. These default values for the B-factors and Texp are
also used when only a subset of normal mode eigenvalues
and eigenvectors are loaded.
When Method 2 is used M is calculated as the minimum
of two values, MM and MT, where MM is restricted by the
available memory and MT is restricted by the processor
speed. These values are determined before loading any
eigenvalues and eigenvectors. MM is calculated in two ways
depending on whether Methods 1 and 2 are used together in
the same session or whether only Method 2 is used. If
Method 1 is used then the amount of memory required to
store Y is computed and the remaining available memory
determines MM. If Method 2 is used exclusively then the
total amount of selectable modes, MM, is computed based
on the entire amount of available memory. MT is calculated
based on the total amount of time taken to evaluate Eq. 10.
An estimate could be made based on the number of double
precision floating point operations allowed within 60 ms,
which ensures interactive performance. However, a more
accurate value for MT is determined by timing the entire
calculation. To compute the maximum value for MT such
that Eq. 10 can be computed within 60 ms a binary search is
carried out. A flow chart describing the calculation of M is
shown in Fig. 1. During the session the user may select
individual modes or subsets of the available modes.
Use of the software poses two main issues; how to
navigate the large biomolecular structures and how to
apply desired forces to the atoms. Two types of input
devices are considered in the software implementation,
either full mouse control or enhanced haptic control with
optional mouse commands.
Navigation and exploration
Haptics
To facilitate efficient navigation and exploration of a bio-
molecule we have implemented our Navigation Cube tech-
nique [20]. However, when visualising the effects of the
application of forces, it is important to be able to see both
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local and global deformations. To this end, a separate mouse
controlled camera has been employed allowing the user to
translate and rotate the molecule without affecting the region
that can be reached by the haptic probe. To aid in depth
perception the haptic probe is represented by a sphere which
has the same radius as the spheres depicting the atoms.
As the user navigates the structure further visual cues
are required to aid the user in exploring and selecting
atoms. Naturally, stereoscopic displays capable of gener-
ating three-dimensional views of the biomolecule present
one strategy for enabling the user to gauge the probe’s
proximity to the atoms. An approach for quad-buffer stereo
has been implemented to enable stereoscopic viewing. We
also include our ‘‘haptic light’’ technique to enhance the
user’s perception of the position of the haptic probe [36].
When the haptic probe makes contact with an atom a semi-
transparent sphere is rendered around the selected atom and
the user ‘‘feels’’ the atom as a hard sphere.
Mouse
To explore the biomolecule using the mouse the user must
first select ‘‘Navigation Mode’’ from the interface.
Translation and rotation of the molecule can then be
achieved by dragging the mouse with either the left or right
mouse buttons depressed. Atoms are selected and forces
are applied only during the ‘‘Simulate’’ mode.
The application of forces using both the haptic device
and the mouse is discussed in the following section.
Applying forces
Haptics
Forces can be applied to the atoms and Eqs. 9 and 10 are
used to determine the deformation of the structure. The
magnitude and direction of a force vector is controlled
using a three dimensional force feedback device, such as
the Phantom Omni or Novint Falcon. When the haptic
probe comes into contact with an atom the user can press
the stylus button and drag the device in the desired
direction to generate a force proportional to the distance
dragged. To assist in maintaining the desired direction a
stick-slip friction model is employed [37]. During the drag
motion an arrow emanating from the surface of the atom is
rendered to depict the magnitude and direction of the
force. It is coloured in a colour range from blue to red
based on the ratio of the magnitude of the applied force to
fhapmax. Once the magnitude of the force becomes equal to
fhapmax, the arrow is coloured red and no larger force
vectors are permitted to prevent damage to the haptic
device. The haptic device is not just a convenient input
device but is constantly providing feedback to the user
regarding the forces they are applying to the structure. One
could continue to allow larger force vectors to be created
but this would break the relationship between the forces
input to the ENM and the forces returned to the user via
the haptic device. The intention is to enable the user to
experience a continuous range of forces from 0 - fhapmax
whilst the force range of 0  satomfhapmax is applied to the
biomolecule. As discussed in the theory section, the user
may apply forces larger than fhapmax by manipulating a
scale factor, shaptic (which can be varied between 0 and
100). Once adjusted, the user may apply a force, fhaptic, in
the range from 0 - fhapmax, whilst visualising the effect of
the range 0  satomshapticfhapmax on the biomolecule. As the
user applies a force the values for fhaptic and
satomshapticfhaptic are displayed. This approach enables
devices capable of a maximum force of 3N, such as the
Phantom Omni, to be used as effectively as devices
capable of exerting a maximum force of 37.5 N, such as
the Phantom Premium 1.5 High Force. Figure 2 illustrates
a maximum force being applied to GroEL. An additional
option is to save the current force allowing multiple forces
to be applied.
Fig. 1 A flow chart describing the processes involved before the
interactive session commences. It is presumed that all eigenvalues and
eigenvectors are available
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Mouse
Applying forces with a mouse is more complicated due to
the nature of performing a three dimensional task with a
two dimensional input device. In this case a force is applied
to an atom by first selecting ‘‘Simulate Mode’’ from the
user interface. This will then allow a user to select an atom
on which to apply a force. The selected atom is encom-
passed by a semi-transparent sphere. After selection drag-
ging the mouse with the left button down adjusts the angle
of the force and holding the right button down adjusts the
magnitude. Removal of the force can be achieved by
clicking on an atom.
After forces have been applied using either mouse or
haptic input devices the deformed molecular structure can
be output as a new PDB file. Furthermore, entire user
sessions can be saved that will allow the program to restart
at a later date with all applied force data and user interface
settings intact.
User testing
To assess the advantages gained from using a haptic device
over a mouse, user testing was undertaken. The small
protein crambin was selected for the test. Typically a user
will colour an atom of interest and then navigate the
structure to obtain an appropriate view. After navigation,
the user will then apply a force to that atom to investigate
the flexibility of the molecule. To replicate this in the
experiment, five atoms were randomly highlighted indi-
vidually for the user. On each atom an arrow, of random
length and direction, is depicted for the user to match
within a threshold, see Fig. 3. This is performed five times
for each of the five atoms. The times are then recorded for
the mouse and haptic interface to enable an assessment of
the interaction modes.
Results
User testing
User tests have been conducted among 20 volunteers. An
identical test was taken by all volunteers. The time for
selecting each highlighted atom was averaged per user as
was the time for applying all five forces. Figure 4 shows
the averaged times for each user.
The results show that on average locating the atom was
1.6 times faster using a haptic device rather than a mouse.
The time taken to apply the correct force is 6 times faster
using a haptic device than a mouse.
Testing on individual proteins
The software has been tested on seven proteins spanning a
considerable size range: crambin, liver alcohol dehydro-
genase, S-adenosylhomocysteine hydrolase, aspartate
transcarbamylase, ferritin, glutamine synthetase and
GroEL. The software has been designed to run with large
molecules on a standard PC. To demonstrate this we have
determined the general performance on a machine with
Fig. 2 A force being applied to GroEL. The blue sphere represents
the haptic probe and the red semi-transparent sphere represents the
atom on which the force is being applied. The haptic light effect can
be seen to illuminate the atoms and network in close proximity to the
haptic probe, which is useful for navigation
Fig. 3 A screen capture of the user testing program for the haptic
device, where the user is interacting with crambin. The user is first
instructed to select the flashing atom, depicted in red, with the input
device. The navigation cube used for translating the structure is
illustrated. An arrow is displayed depicting a force (shown in red in
the image) and the user must then match this force by moving the
probe sphere (the user’s current force is shown in green in the image
and the probe sphere is shown in blue). If the user succeeds a new
arrow is then displayed and the test continues
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2 GB of available memory and able to perform 11 million
operations per cycle. We believe this is more informative
than describing the results from running the software on a
particular PC where performance is dependent on many
factors. Table 1 gives the details for each of the seven
biomolecules. Apart for glutamine synthetase and GroEL
there is sufficient memory to load the pre-calculated
matrix, Y, and for these molecules Method 1 can be used
which is sufficiently fast not to exceed time constraints. For
glutamine synthetase and GroEL Method 2 must be used.
For glutamine synthetase and GroEL, M has been reduced
so that the matrices of Method 2 can fit into memory. For
glutamine synthetase MM = 15,371 which is 88% of the
total number of modes and for GroEL MM = 12,194 which
is 55% of the total number of modes. Despite this reduc-
tion, FM, the percentage of the total fluctuation, is 97% for
glutamine synthetase and 88% for GroEL showing that
most of the fluctuation occurs in this subset of modes.
Method 2 is considered for all molecules even though
Method 1 could be used for all but glutamine synthetase and
GroEL. For Method 2, MT will often be smaller than MM,
due to the M(3N ? 4) multiplications required to evaluate
Eq. 10, although for crambin and liver alcohol dehydroge-
nase no further reduction in M is necessary. However, for the
remaining proteins, M has to be reduced considerably, and
for ferritin, glutamine synthetase and GroEL below 10% of
the total number of modes. However, this drastic reduction
in M does not necessarily mean a drastic reduction in FM as
seen in the last column of Table 1. For GroEL, even though
only 2.3% of the total number of modes can be used, these
modes still account for 50% of the total fluctuation. The
general reason for this is shown in Fig. 5. Figure 5 plots FM
against the percentage of modes used (M/3N - 6) for each
of the seven biomolecules. As can be seen, even though they
span a considerable size range they all have the same general
Fig. 4 Graphs showing the average times recorded for all 20 users.
The bottom graph shows the average times recorded to locate the
atom. The top graph shows the average time to apply all forces. The
times recorded for the haptic device are depicted with diamonds and
the mouse times with squares
Table 1 Performance results for computation time and memory for seven proteins
Protein (PDB code,
No. of residues)
Method 1 Memory
requirement (GB)
Method 2
MM restricted by 2 GB of memory MT restricted by time
a
MM/(3N - 6)(%) FM percentage
of total
fluctuation
MT/(3N - 6)(%) FM percentage of
total fluctuation
Crambin (1CRN, 46) 0.0001 132/132(100%) 100% 132/132(100%) 100%
Liver Alcohol Dehydrogenase
(1ADG, 748)
0.04 2238/2238(100%) 100% 2238/2238(100%) 100%
S-Adenosylhomocysteine
Hydrolase (1B3R, 1712)
0.2 5130/5130(100%) 100% 2143/5130(41.8%) 82%
Aspartate Transcarbamylase
(1AT1, 2736)
0.5 8202/8202(100%) 100% 1340/8202(16.3%) 77%
Ferritin (1FHA, 4128) 1.1 12378/12378(100%) 100% 888/12378(7.2%) 47%
Glutamine Synthetase
(1FPY, 5820)
2.3 15371/17454(88.1%) 97% 630/17454(3.6%) 48%
GroEL (3FBH, 7336) 3.6 12194/22002(55.4%) 88% 499/22002(2.3%) 50%
a Based on 11 million operations per CPU cycle, utilising a 2.4 GHz processor
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trend, namely a steep rise followed by a much shallower
approach to the 100% maximum. The steep region indicates
the important subspace. The points on the curves show the
value of M and FM at the memory and time cut-offs as given
in Table 1. These points are located near the top, or beyond
the region, of steep rise.
Discussion
Elastic Network Models have proved useful for under-
standing the large-scale motions that occur in biomole-
cules. One particular application is to apply forces to
specific regions of the molecule and to see its response.
This can be done either to mimic forces that may arise in
the interaction with a ligand or as part of an investigation to
understand the mechanical properties of a molecule. ENMs
are of particular use in the investigation of the properties of
large biomolecules rather than small ones [2]. There are
two reasons for this. The first reason is that small molecules
do not have domains and their functional movements
involve protein side chains or loops which are badly
modelled by an ENM. The second reason is that the sim-
ulation of very large systems is computationally expensive
using more accurate methods such as MD. The advantage
of using an ENM is that it separates the computationally
expensive calculation of the eigenvalues and eigenvectors
from the calculations required during the interactive ses-
sion enabling it to run on standard computers. Haptic
interaction during a standard MD simulation, however,
would require access to a powerful supercomputer for large
molecules. In the development of the system, it has been
clear that unless it were able to deal with large systems it
would be of limited usefulness. Despite the separation of
the calculation of the eigenvalues and eigenvectors from
the calculations required in the interactive session it is
apparent that for large systems such as GroEL the basic
calculation (as given in Eq. 9) would require too much
memory for an average PC. In order to deal with this we
have utilized the concept of the important subspace from
normal mode analysis. This has allowed us to develop the
software to deal with large systems with a quantifiable
approximation. The approximation allows us to reduce the
memory required for large systems and involves the
effective removal of the higher frequency modes which are
not thought to be related to global functional movements. If
memory reduction is necessary the same approximation
can be used to speed up the calculation. Speed is particu-
larly important for the haptic application due to the sen-
sitivity of the human sense of touch.
Existing systems, such as the one by Bolopian et al.
[23], strongly couple the haptic device to the molecular
simulation in a continuous control loop with scaling factors
for the force and position information. In these systems
transparency and stability can present difficulties. In our
approach the force is calculated based on the magnitude
and direction of a vector the user creates by manipulating
the haptic device. Only this force vector needs to be scaled
down to the molecular level for it to be used in the ENM.
The resulting conformation is displayed but no information
is fed back to the haptic device, other than a force based on
the original force vector the user created. In this sense our
approach presents a linear pipeline to the force application
and simulation process where the haptic device provides an
intuitive interface for inputting forces in three dimensions
and for comparing their effect on the flexibility of the
biomolecule. For example, the user may apply a force close
to fhapmax in one direction and see little change to the
structure whilst applying the same force in another direc-
tion could cause significant conformational change. Use of
the important subspace means that an update rate of
1000Hz can be achieved, even for large biomolecules. This
rapid rate means that as the user varies the force the mol-
ecule’s structure is perceived to update instantly. This
approach avoids stability issues which might result when
simulating dynamics as it simply calculates the response of
the molecule in static equilibrium.
As an example of possible usage consider the famous
allosteric enzyme aspartate transcarbamylase. The binding
of the regulatory molecule cytosine triphosphate (CTP) to
the regulatory dimers influences catalysis by causing the
two catalytic trimers to counter rotate. This mechanical
coupling between the regulatory dimers and the catalytic
trimers can be clearly seen using the software. Applying
forces at the region where CTP binds causes the expected
counter rotation of the catalytic trimers.
Although we have developed two versions, one for
haptic devices, the other for a mouse, it is clear from user
Fig. 5 A graph of FM against the percentage of the total number of
modes for the seven biomolecules tested. The values of MM and MT
are indicated, precise values are given in Table 1. The results are
based on a PC capable of 11 million operations per CPU cycle and
2 GB of available memory
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testing that the haptic version is by far the most convenient.
Our testing showed that even on a very small biomolecule
the haptic version allowed for much more rapid and intu-
itive exploration than the mouse version.
Availability
Both haptic feedback and mouse versions of the software
are freely available for non-commercial use and can be
downloaded from http://www.haptimol.co.uk/enm/mgi.
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